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October 14, 2021 

 

Dear Fleetwood Area School District Community,  

 

Earlier this week a news article was released by the Reading Eagle related to the FAHS Girls’ Volleyball 

Program, and I would like to take a moment to share more specific details and the outcome.   

 

Last Friday, administration was made aware that one of our girls’ volleyball players, a foreign exchange 

student, may be ineligible due to no fault of the student.  The ineligibility question arose due to her living 

with a host family that included the coach of our girls’ volleyball team.  Pennsylvania Interscholastic 

Athletic Association (PIAA) rules clearly states that neither Foreign Exchange Students nor International 

Students may reside with any member of a school’s paid or voluntary coaching staff, who coaches a sport 

or sports in which the student will participate; and both must: 

 

(1) meet the requirements of ARTICLE I (the Age Rule), ARTICLE II (the Amateur Rule), and 

ARTICLE V (the Comprehensive Initial Pre-Participation Physical Evaluation [CIPPE] Rule) of 

the PIAA By-Laws, and  

(2) be in full-time attendance at a PIAA member school. 

 

While the student did comply with all aspects of PIAA rules and did everything she needed to do in order 

to be eligible, her host family in the Fleetwood SD includes one of our coaches and therefore she is 

deemed ineligible by PIAA.  An unfortunate oversight was committed by our volleyball coach and 

subsequently by our athletic director when they both failed to realize that the player could not play in 

competition based on her host family’s involvement with our program. 

 

The Fleetwood Area School District recognized that we have an obligation to report the information to 

PIAA.  Since Friday we have been working through the process to rectify the situation.  Additionally, we 

are in the process of filing an appeal due to the oversight being administrators, as such, to not penalize 

our student athletes. According to PIAA we are required to forfeit all games that included an ineligible 

player which has been done as of Wednesday.  This includes six wins that were forfeited.  Additionally, 

we are taking the necessary corrective actions to ensure against a reoccurrence of such a mistake in the 

future.   

 

We recognize that while the student athletes on the team including our foreign exchange student are 

feeling the ramifications of this oversight, they did nothing wrong and are the unfortunate victims of this 

circumstance. On behalf of the district, I sincerely apologize to the players, families, and fans.  I can 

assure all of you that the system we are putting in place will prevent this from happening in the future in 

any of our sports. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Greg M. Miller, Ed.D 

Superintendent 

 


